Officers bring gang awareness to forefront

by Jim Rieke
news editor

Area police officers met with Hope students and concerned local residents last Wednesday to discuss the existence and characteristics of gangs in Holland and the measures being used to prevent them from taking root.

The presentation, held in the Maas Auditorium, began with Sgt. Gene Koopman of the Ottawa County Sheriff’s Department confirming the fact that gangs are functioning in Holland, but that the problem is not yet a “powder keg.”

“We certainly have gangs, but in comparison to major cities, the problem is quite minor,” Koopman said.

Koopman stressed the fact that to prevent dangerous situations, Hope students must avoid any temptation of violence.

“Violence begets violence and they (gang members) will win,” he admitted: “There is just no common sense to their actions. If you hit them with your hand, they will pull out a gun and shoot you. You're not equipped to challenge them.”

“We certainly have gangs, but in comparison to major cities, the problem is quite minor.”

—Sgt. Gene Koopman

Koopman revealed the makeup of the local gangs to be predominantly youths between 14 to 24 years of age, although they have been growing younger of late. One eleven-year-old Holland boy already has 13 arrests on his record.

Koopman suggests that the gang members are suffering from an “arrested development,” since they are not growing out of characteristically childhood behavior and since they are “getting arrested.”

Koopman feels that the cause is a lack of satisfaction in other facets of life and lack of parental influence.

“We often find with Asian immigrants that the parents are very industrious and will take two to three jobs,” he said. “This leaves their kids with a lot of time on their hands.”

Gangs in the area can be segregated into two large groups, the Folks and the People, which break off into various sub-groups, according to Koopman.

The Folks, characterized by blue and black colors and the star of David, include such groups as the Middle" after-glow celebration which followed the announcement of the Nykerk winner.

The 13 minute oration focused on the repercussions of one’s actions and the effects felt by others.

One of the biggest challenges, Bieliasuskas said, was memorizing the lengthy script.

“I spent the first week writing and the next two memorizing,” Bieliasuskas said. “I carried pink index cards with me and taped my voice and listened to it on a walkman constantly.”

Memorization was also key to ‘98 Playgirls in perfecting their routines this Saturday at the Great Lakes Regional Tournament Saturday. Goatkeeper for the Dutch, Aaron Angeli called it, “One of the biggest upsets you’ll ever see.”

“The Dutch will head to the national quarterfinals this Saturday at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.

“How Sweet It Is: Hope College Dutchmen eliminated Ohio Wesleyan, ranked number one in the nation in Division III soccer at the Great Lakes Regional Tournament Saturday. Goatkeeper for the Dutch, Aaron Angeli called it, “One of the biggest upsets you’ll ever see.”

“The Dutch will head to the national quarterfinals this Saturday at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.

Security stepped up after robberies

by Julie Blair
campus editor

Public Safety hopes a new computerized access code installed on the doors of a lecture hall in the basement of Peale Science Center will deter criminals from accessing and lifting valuable electronic equipment.

“A wall will place touch codes on B23 and utilize other devices which will make it far more difficult for anybody to pry the door open,” said Duane Terpstra, assistant director of Public Safety.

The B23 lecture hall has been targeted for crime in the past.

Cops called on for legiti researcher

by Julie Blair
campus editor

Hope senior Dirk Hollebeck isn’t one to get into trouble with the law.

He’s a clean cut, fun-loving guy. Someone your dad might hire into the family’s firm, a respectful and intelligent student professors may describe as “sharp.”

So everyone was surprised when a Public Safety officer gave Hollebeck the once-over Friday afternoon in The Klitz.

As part of a project for Dr. Bruce Blaine’s Social Psychology class, Hollebeck, one of eight students in a research group, ventured into The Klitz during lunch hour to test people’s responses to different genders.

Assigned the role of beggars, Hollebeck and partner Cami see RESSEARCH page 8

Freshman class swipes Nykerk Cup from eager Sophomores

by Julie Blair
campus editor

Whoopee, there it is. The Class of 1998 literally sipped success from the sterling silver Nykerk Cup Saturday night after steering the 54th Nykerk Competition from the Class of 1997, making it the second win by Even year in the last two years.
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One Room Inn: James Palmer (‘98) spends the night in a refrigerator box to raise funds for those who are less fortunate.

**Congress reps resign**

by Julie Blair, campus editor
The Student Congress, appointed Christine Osborn (‘96) as the new College East representative after Eric Foster (‘95) stepped down from his seat last Thursday. Osborn campaigned in the full election, but was not elected. "I am impressed with Christine’s commitment to dealing with the environment and recycling issues," President Joel Plantinga said. "As a junior she has a lot to share with students.

A two-time representative and 1993-94 President of Congress, Foster cited time constraints and an inability to break away from his former role in the presidential position as reasons behind his resignation.

"I felt out of place as a representative," Foster said. "It’s not like the role of President is any more important than that of a representative, but you have to be there to know how it feels to go back to being a representative. I couldn’t get that out of my mind at meetings." In addition to the change in the College East position, the Cabinet is also searching to find a replacement representative for Phelps Hall. Shannon Gould (‘98) also announced Thursday she would leave Congress.

"I didn’t think I’d be able to represent my constituents well," Gould said. "I don’t know the issues well.

Plantinga said the Cabinet will have made a final decision on the Phelps seat by this Thursday's meeting.

**Insights into Bosnian conflict offered**

by Greg Brown, staff reporter
The Muslim, Croat and Serb waging in the former Yugoslavia via for the past 31 months is not a continuation of a tradition of tribal violence that has always existed, according to a former Hope grad and his colleagues. The war is the result of unfettered extremism.

Robert J. Donia (‘67) visited Hope College Tuesday to present "Bosnia-Hercegovina: A Tradition Betrayed," a discussion of the recent book co-authored with John V.A. Fine, Jr. The book is the first to examine Bosnia’s historical traditions since the beginning of conflict in 1992 that continues to destroy the country.

The authors explain the origins of Bosnia’s major ethnographic groupings that have become the focal points of the wars at war today. The book emphasizes Bosnia’s rich tradition of multiculturalism that had existed for many centuries, debunking the widespread perception of continuous violence between the factions.

"The authors have done a superb job of debunking the widespread perception of continuous violence between the factions," Donia said. "It’s not that there is no violence that has always existed, but that the violence has been there to know how it feels to go back to being a representative. I couldn’t get that out of my mind at meetings."

In addition to the change in the College East position, the Cabinet is also searching to find a replacement representative for Phelps Hall. Shannon Gould (‘98) also announced Thursday she would leave Congress.

"I didn’t think I’d be able to represent my constituents well," Gould said. "I don’t know the issues well.

Plantinga said the Cabinet will have made a final decision on the Phelps seat by this Thursday's meeting.

**Nykerk from page 1**

"This may sound cheesy," said Krause, "but as coach I just want to uphold the traditions of the Peals and instill the spirit of competition she loves.

"This may sound cheesy," said Krause, "but as coach I just want to uphold the traditions of the Peals and instill the spirit of competition she loves.

"I wanted to try to experience the life of a homeless person," Erika Dansis (‘98) said. Few students made a spur of the moment decision to camp out.

It was a really nice night and a really good cause," James Palmer (‘98) said. Palmet friend Pete Houlihan (‘96) coached the halls of Dykstra, Gilmores, and Phelps asking by donating to Habitat for Humanity.

"We took a baseball hat and just told people what we were doing and people for pledges," said Houlihan. "The were all very generous, we made over $100 by ourselves."

Habitat for Humanity is an international organization that was started in 1978 with the goal to eliminate poverty housing. The organization has a Christian foundation and would "smash our stereotypes of Habitat.

Habitat branch, known as See HABITAT on page 8.
GIVE ME A HAND: '97 Morale Guys (above) escort their Song Girls onto the risers.

I ❤ NY: '98 Song Girls (above right) put their best hands forward in their performance of "New York, New York" which helped them to grab the Nykerk Cup.

WHAT'S THAT YOU SAY: '98 Playgirls (left to right) Beth Henevald, Debbie Rimbo, Kara McGillicuddy, and Laura McCraine (above) listen in on Rumpelstiltskin's secret.

MAKING WAVES: Orator Janna Winn ('98) (below) speaks about positively impacting others through outreach and life.

YOU'RE SUCH A PIG: '97 Playgirls (top to bottom) Mandy Flowers, Jodi McFarland, and Rachel Hall snort their way into the audience's hearts (left).

Anchor Photos by Anne Horton
**EDITORIAL**

**Meet you in the middle...**

The Anchor was happy to see that people turned out once again this week for its annual Nykerk Cup competition. We hope that in addition to enjoying the show, people also took time to reflect on the event's moto, "Meet you in the middle..."

After all, it seems as if most of the people involved in Nykerk Cup have come to the event to prize their nearly as important coming together and participating in the event.

At The Anchor we hope that the "Meet you in the middle..." theme will carry over into other important areas of Hope College life with the same enthusiasm and support. One place we would like to see this theme carried into the area of problems in the Holland community—especially problems with at-risk adolescents.

This is an extremely promising theme as of late; one that concerns a wide variety of people including the Holland Police Department, Hope Students and staff and the Holland community at large. However, it remains a difficult problem to say the least. And, in order to make even a dent in some of these problems, we will all have to work together. We’ll have to "Meet in the middle..."

Fortunately, the Holland Police Department, with the help of the $600,000 federal Weed and Seed grant, has already taken visible action to combat the growing number of problems in the Holland area.

First, they have increased their emphasis on community policing. Community policing returns us to the neighborhood focus that we’ve all grown to love, and allows the police to get to know their officer in a non-threatening manner. Along with the Weed and Seed grant, the Holland Police Department has been working to solve campus problems. Now, it is our turn as a college community to help improve problems in the community. How? The same way we have been working to improve campus problems.

Consider the advancements we have made in just less than a month concerning racism on our campus. The problem was brought to the Anchor by a student in a letter from Theobert (‘96) and since then, Student Congress has set out to establish a racial harassment policy, the Resident Life offices have begun meetings to address ways to diminish discrimination in the residence halls, and the Peer Multi-cultural Educators are working to facilitate campus-wide conversations concerning multicultural issues.

We at The Anchor hope that this piece, the letter this week from Mike McMahone (‘98), and the actions that have already been taken by the Holland Police Department will lead to a plan to address these issues.

"Meet you in the middle..."

Dear Editor,

Eric Foster's article "Like Oil and Water" about the religious and gay student group at Hope, in my opinion, is not at all the paragon about the actuality of our experiencing the above quote. I have known of individuals who are gay and who have a religious background in my own family, and have known of individuals who are religious and gay. I believe that the "right" ones and the "wrong" ones are people who make the choice to not act on their sexual orientation.

Dear Editor,

There has been a recent surge of gay-mocking in Hope. The police force needs to address this here at Hope, and of the risks involved it is openly reported to the police. This makes me both upset and angry with the large number of people willing to ignore this situation. I hope with these letters telling them how wrong they are. I am not a lesbian, but I support the gay people in this university and I hope that the administration will do the same.

Do I matter?

My father asked if I am gay. I said Do I matter? He said No not really. I said Yes. He said you’re fired faggot. I guess it mattered.

My friend asked if I am gay. I said Do I matter? He said No not really. I said Yes. He said Don’t call my friend. I guess it mattered.

My boss asked if I am gay. I said Do I matter? He said No not really. I said Yes. He said you’re fired. I guess it mattered.

Student addresses community problems

Inclusiveness is an idea which people often find difficult understanding, let store, putting into prac-

When somebody is however unique in dealing with intolerance. Tolerance is accepting that which one does not agree with. Inclusiveness is a level of understanding which is much higher than tolerance. Inclusiveness is welcoming in which is different and not diagnosing or finding fault with.

Inclusiveness offers the opportunity to evaluate other people's behavior. It is a good idea to think about how we think about other peoples. Many people believe that they have choosen the "right" ones and who make the choice to not act on their sexual orientation.

Inclusiveness is a level of understanding which is much higher than tolerance. Inclusiveness is welcoming in which is different and not diagnosing or finding fault with. It is important that we have a true understanding of other people's behavior.

I am convinced that one of the principles in this chapter is the idea of the majority of students being knowledgeable and understanding of all and values and behaviors is what constitutes prejudice, discrimination, and violence. Instead of teaching the difference between "right" and "wrong" our communities should teach us to accept everyone and believe in the principles of inclusiveness. Not only allowing us to intellectually accept and what is happening in our communities to rally to fight and create equal treatment.

It is obvious that all of us at Hope College still have a lot to learn. Students and in some cases the college itself discriminate on racial, ethnic, and religious grounds. Essentially any cultural group that is not white, upper middle class, Christian, and conservative is labeled "wrong" and discriminated against by at least part of the Hope College population. Plus, this discrimination occurs both internally and externally. Many students have experienced gender, race, and religion discrimination and others might have, and give you a different understanding of your experience. The police force needs to address this here at Hope, and of the risks involved it is openly reported to the police. This makes me both upset and angry with the large number of people willing to ignore this situation. I hope with these letters telling them how wrong they are. I am not a lesbian, but I support the gay people in this university and I hope that the administration will do the same.

My God asked Do you love yourself? I said Do it matters? He said Yes. How can I love myself? I am gay. He said That I do love myself. Nothing else will ever matter.

Heterosexual students view columnist's argument

The following poem - written by an anonymous student - in the hopes that they will reflect upon it, and think for themselves about someone else.

In response to your "Like Oil and Water" article in last week's newspa-

Dear Editor,

There is a recent surge of gay-mocking in Hope. The police force needs to address this here at Hope, and of the risks involved it is openly reported to the police. This makes me both upset and angry with the large number of people willing to ignore this situation. I hope with these letters telling them how wrong they are. I am not a lesbian, but I support the gay people in this university and I hope that the administration will do the same.

Do I matter?

My father asked if I am gay. I said Do I matter? He said No not really. I said Yes. He said you’re fired faggot. I guess it mattered.

My friend asked if I am gay. I said Do I matter? He said No not really. I said Yes. He said Don’t call my friend. I guess it mattered.

My boss asked if I am gay. I said Do I matter? He said No not really. I said Yes. He said you’re fired. I guess it mattered.

Heterosexual students view columnist's argument

It is obvious that all of us at Hope College still have a lot to learn. Students and in some cases the college itself discriminate on racial, ethnic, and religious grounds. Essentially any cultural group that is not white, upper middle class, Christian, and conservative is labeled "wrong" and discriminated against by at least part of the Hope College population. Plus, this discrimination occurs both internally and externally. Many students have experienced gender, race, and religion discrimination and others might have, and give you a different understanding of your experience. The police force needs to address this here at Hope, and of the risks involved it is openly reported to the police. This makes me both upset and angry with the large number of people willing to ignore this situation. I hope with these letters telling them how wrong they are. I am not a lesbian, but I support the gay people in this university and I hope that the administration will do the same.

My God asked Do you love yourself? I said Do it matters? He said Yes. How can I love myself? I am gay. He said That I do love myself. Nothing else will ever matter.
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**Sports**

Dutchmen win; stop #1 team in nation

by Jim Rinko

Hope goalkeeper Aaron Angeli ('96) has made diving saves before, but no previous effort could be placed in the same zip code of importance as his stop in last Saturday's Great Lakes Regional Tournament, sending the Dutch to the national quarterfinals.

A sprawling Angeli deflected a shot by Ohio Wesleyan's Jim Finn during a shootout, securing Hope's victory over the top ranked NCAA Division III team in the nation.

"I thought they had more kicks, but I think no previous effort could be compared with this one," said Hope coach Erik Conlon. "This is the best team I've ever seen, especially since their victory at the feet of goalie Angeli, having been a different tale, as Norris surprised the fans as they coughed up the ball for most goals scored in the nation and 2-3 in the MIAA. The Comets' record dropped to a pitiful 1-8, and 0-5 in the MIAA. Before Saturday's game, Hope had lost three in a row, and was in danger of handing in his fifth. The first quarter was quite stale, as neither team was able to get their offense rolling. The second quarter was a different tale, as Norris wasted no time in scoring on one touchdown pass. The first was a four yard throw to Steve South ('95) after an impressive drive. The next touchdown was a beautiful (51 yard) pass to Jeff Majzel ('95), after a risky fourth down conversion where Oursler made a splendid diving catch of 21 yards. The halftime score was 14-2, leaving Hope fans gleaming.

The second half was disaster for Olivet, as they coughed up the ball seven times. The first fumble of the second half was caused by Malachi Gallegos ('95) on a superb act of pure talent, when he came crashing through the line and caused a Comet hand-off to be missed, and everyone rushing through the line and caused a fumble. Defensive Tackle Travis Buth ('97) was present to recover the fumble on the Olivet 28 yard line. Fullback Tom Bonenna ('96) ran in for a one yard touchdown, a mere four plays later. Randy Ames ('95) intercepted a pass later in the game, said spectator Bekki Spencer ('97). "But just as Hope began to win the shootout, it just stopped."

It came to a shootout down the two best teams in the nation. They had goals between them, but neither had one this weekend," Conlon said. Williams admitted that covering Monome was difficult.

"He was very, very fast. It was bump and run, bump and run," he said.

Currie says that he "just played normal" because, who else can it be, in any save by 18 savings in regulation alone. "Klinker's (Angeli's) game was the best game I've seen by a keeper on any level," said Conlon. "I think God wants us to go with that feeling before the game," said spectator Bekki Spencer ('97). "But just as Hope began to win the shootout, it just stopped." Hope fans are presented with three of four scoring opportunities, with goals by Richards, Paul Rosenbrook ('96) and Chris Hofland ('95)."

Holland's goal hit the keeper, bounced off the goalpost, then rebounded in the back of the keeper's hand. This amusing the players because "Holland has God on his side," said Conlon.

"The enjoyment has been here, but it's time to play again. We haven't won it yet," he said.

Despite Smith's stern words, Hope players still find time to joke. "I knew we were going to win," quipped Phung V. Y. ('97).

"Seriously, challenge us," General Landolt ('97) laughed in return.

"I knew we were going to win," quipped Phung V. Y. ('97)."

Coaching Smith takes off with a win

by Glye Williams

Speed

GET READY FOR RUSH HOUR

SAC Presents

Friday and Saturday 7, 9:30 p.m. and midnight
Sunday 3 p.m.

Coach Smith takes off with a win

by Glye Williams

Hope College head football coach Ray Smith's last game at the helm of the Flying Dutchmen was an unbelievable beating of the Olivet College Comets. With the stunning showcase of offense, Hope finished the season at 4-4-1, and 2-3-1 in the MIAA. The Comets' record dropped to a pitiful 1-8, and 0-5 in the MIAA.

During Smith's illustrious quarter century at Hope, he coached the team to a mere four losing seasons. Before Saturday's game, Hope had lost three in a row, and was in danger of handing in his fifth. The first quarter was quite stale, as neither team was able to get their offense rolling. The second quarter was a different tale, as Norris wasted no time in scoring on two touchdown passes. The first was a four yard throw to Steve South ('95) after an impressive drive. The next touchdown was a beautiful (51 yard) pass to Jeff Majzel ('95), after a risky fourth down conversion where Oursler made a splendid diving catch of 21 yards. The halftime score was 14-2, leaving Hope fans gleaming.

The second half was disaster for Olivet, as they coughed up the ball seven times. The first fumble of the second half was caused by Malachi Gallegos ('95) on a superb act of pure talent, when he came crashing through the line and caused a Comet hand-off to be missed, and therefore a fumble. Defensive Tackle Travis Buth ('97) was present to recover the fumble on the Olivet 28 yard line. Fullback Tom Bonenna ('96) ran in for a one yard touchdown, a mere four plays later. Randy Ames ('95) intercepted a pass later in the game, said spectator Bekki Spencer ('97). "But just as Hope began to win the shootout, it just stopped." It came to a shootout down the two best teams in the nation. They had goals between them, but neither had one this weekend," Conlon said. Williams admitted that covering Monome was difficult.

"He was very, very fast. It was bump and run, bump and run," he said.

Currie says that he "just played normal" because, who else can it be, in any save by 18 savings in regulation alone. "Klinker's (Angeli's) game was the best game I've seen by a keeper on any level," said Conlon. "I think God wants us to go with that feeling before the game," said spectator Bekki Spencer ('97). "But just as Hope began to win the shootout, it just stopped." Hope fans are presented with three of four scoring opportunities, with goals by Richards, Paul Rosenbrook ('96) and Chris Hofland ('95)."

Holland's goal hit the keeper, bounced off the goalpost, then rebounded in the back of the keeper's hand. This amusing the players because "Holland has God on his side," said Conlon.

"The enjoyment has been here, but it's time to play again. We haven't won it yet," he said.

Despite Smith's stern words, Hope players still find time to joke. "I knew we were going to win," quipped Phung V. Y. ('97).

"Seriously, challenge us," General Landolt ('97) laughed in return.

"I knew we were going to win," quipped Phung V. Y. ('97)."
by Greg Brown

The Bebe Miller Dance company provided a rare and exciting evening of contemporary dance at the Dewitt Theatre last Friday and Saturday, among their other recent performances through the Great Performance Series.

Miller's company was unique in its ability to move with striking rhythm, precision, and grace. Their formations were bizarre, but somehow familiar, and their movements uniquely ungrounded in the earth.

Unlike ballet or modern dance groups, the company often used their characters in an attempt to extend their bodily horizontal stage and further beyond into the audience.

Ms. Miller's choreography was characterized by uninterrupted, drawn-out gestures that augmented the sets with a sense of intermoveable movement so that the viewer was unconsciously mesmerized by the constant, subtle fluctuations of the dancers. Occasional conversations and sporadic flexations sustained the intensity of the pieces and added a sense of energy to the program.

Sounds of songs singing, shouts, laughing, and singing, music over the sound system were included in their set and the pieces performed. The sounds only created a partial frame that was completed by the New York based dance company's captivating production.

Aschbrenner and Conway ended the program with an unusual exuberance and romantic movements, while the orchestra was stanning in their accompaniment and vibrant sounds.

The orchestra's performance of "Cantos Gordos" returned to the musical elements of jazz with ethereal sounds in the orchestra.

The work included a variety of movements, from charismatic fluctuation to forceful surges and pulls. The entire company combined the words and music over the sound system were precarious balance of a chair, eye contact, and physical language for the audience.

The Bebe Miller Dance company, with its ability to move with striking rhythm, precision, and grace, is characterized by unrepealed, subtle fluctuations of the earth-canceling sutures and recitals.

The work included a variety of movements, from charismatic fluctuation to forceful surges and pulls. The entire company combined the words and music over the sound system were precarious balance of a chair, eye contact, and physical language for the audience.

The Bebe Miller Dance company, with its ability to move with striking rhythm, precision, and grace, is characterized by unrepealed, subtle fluctuations of the earth-canceling sutures and recitals.

The work included a variety of movements, from charismatic fluctuation to forceful surges and pulls. The entire company combined the words and music over the sound system were precarious balance of a chair, eye contact, and physical language for the audience.

The Bebe Miller Dance company, with its ability to move with striking rhythm, precision, and grace, is characterized by unrepealed, subtle fluctuations of the earth-canceling sutures and recitals.
Spring term to feature one-time only courses

by Jodi McFarland
features editor

Christian Feminism, Science and Technology in Everyday Life, and 20th Century African Literature are just a few of the unique courses for students to consider during registration for spring classes. Registration quickly approaches, included in the spring semester course offerings are many first-time, trial basis 295 classes.

"The 295 number is used as an umbrella course number for special topic courses that are being offered on a one-time basis," said Gloria Shay, assistant provost. The English department has two exciting one-time only courses this semester. Professor Barbara Meekers will be teaching Twentieth Century African Literature. Salinger and Potok is a course numbered 395, but it is on an equal level to the 295 courses. It was numbered in the 300 level because it can then count as an elective for English majors and minors. It will be taught by Nancy Nicodemos, who has taught the authors separately in the past. Also, Chaim Potok will be visiting campus in March as a part of the Opuu Visiting Writers Series. Not only is he a superb author, but he is also an "electric" speaker, Nicodemos said.

"One of the main reasons I put the two together is that they are both superb character creators, and another reason is because without much difficulty you can read everything both of them wrote," Nicodemos said. In the sciences, students can fulfill science core with geology 295, which is different from the 108 course with the same name.

"It contains issues that the average person needs to know in order to form intelligent life decisions," Shay said.

Science and Technology in Everyday Life also satisfies part of the lab science core requirement. It is ideal for the non-science major.

"It is really good for the science- phobes—students who are intimidated by your entry level chemistry, for example," Shay said.

Christian Feminism is an upper level religion course which also serves to satisfy a requirement of the religion core. Taught by Linn Japinga, it is cross-referenced with women's studies.

"I'm looking at women in the Bible, in both the passive and positive portrayals, women in church history, and plan to spend a fair amount of time on feminist theology," Japinga said of the course objectives.

The semester will be concluded with the study of contemporary issues such as abortion, and will study how they fit into the picture of Christianity.

Because the 295 courses can only be offered at the most two times before they must be added officially to the catalog, according to Nicodemos, students are encouraged to sign up for these classes if they have interest for the next semester, as they will not be available again.

Student sculptures weld art with whimsical and childlike panache

by Becky Posta
staff reporter

Art does not only have to be inspirational and moving, it can also be just plain fun. Art professor Bill Mayer taught his Sculpture II class this valuable lesson through a recent assignment.

The assignment was to create a work constructed with art that was as large or larger than a person, and also had to be made of welded metal. Because the sculptures were to be showcased in front of the Depere Art Center, they had to be "socially responsible," meaning if children wanted to climb on them or touch them there would be no reason for parents to be alarmed. They could not pose a physical threat to anyone in any way.

"I'm looking at women in the Bible, in both the passive and positive portrayals, women in church history, and plan to spend a fair amount of time on feminist theology," Japinga said of the course objectives.

The symbols on the blocks have a personal meaning to me, but the building block idea gives it a childish flavor," VanderVeer said. "It's a kind of therapy and a way to uncon.

Mayer wants his students to discover exactly what type of art they like to make because there are so many different categories to discover and get explored.

"It is a matter of preference and the categories are not comparable," said Mayer. "It's like comparing Beethoven to Grammy."

The art exhibit will remain in front of the art center until the end of the fall term.

UP, UP, AND AWAY: "Radio Flyer" by Wade Eidean ('96) is one of six student sculptures presently on display in front of Depere Art Center.

The Anchor is looking for a new distribution manager!
If you're free Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., we've got a PAID POSITION for you. Inquire within The Anchor office.
Third Reformed Church is moving its services to Dimples Chapel starting November 13.11:00 a.m.

College Sunday School 9:30 a.m. in Graves Rm 14. Taught by Donald Cronkite (b.p.); the first semester is titled "Faithful Doubt and Faithfulness: Certainty"

Research (from page 1)

Bangert ('96) went incognito and stood in opposite corners of the kitchen. Young people to donate money to them. The other members of the group, seated inconspicuously in the dining area, recorded the reactions of passers-by. "We told people that we had wallets stolen or that we had lost money. They asked if they could give us some money. I told the officer that we had stolen a wallet," Hollebeck said. "If they gave us money, we gave it back and told them about the project."

Hollebeck's first subject reacted with suspicion, refusing him money to them. The other members were only 25 cents

The Anchor Classified ads are only 25 cents

A stern look, the officer left the

The lady gave me a little bit of

The impressive lighting accentuated and effective sound management. The results of the gender study: Hollebeck made $1.12 while

Someday Hollebeck may even finish the study. Next time he needs to test subjects, however, he says he will contact the proper officials before proceeding with the research.

"Having beggars is not unman. You are kidding me," Hollebeck said. "I went over to the officer and said 'I can explain this. The officer replied with 'You better.'"

Apparently Hollebeck was just as convincing as a Social Psych student as he had been a beggar. With a stern look, the officer left the Kletz.

"The lady gave me a little bit of attitude, but I think she just felt pid," Hollebeck said.

The results of the gender study: Hollebeck made $1.12 while Hollebeck received $16.

Though the test is by no means perfect, nor can the research group begin to make any conclusions.

The money made by fund raisers like the Sleep Out is split between the international, local, and college branches of Habitat for Humanity. About 10% of the money will go to international branch to build a houses overseas.

Habitat (from page 2)

Lakeside Habitat for Humanity was started 5 years ago and Hope's chapter has been operating for 2 years, but was formally recognized for the character. "The Three Little Pigs" and show-

The Three Little Pigs" and show-

"Everyone I talked to had an influ-

"(For example,) a lot of people wanted to know what we were doing," Hollebeck said. "They were there every step of the way, to make it the most perfect speech possible."

Odd Year brought home the ba-

Odd Year brought home the ba-
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